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Privacy Changes
And the evolving digital advertising ecosystem
Growing user concerns over data privacy have set in motion regulatory, browser and mobile operating system changes, restricting
commonly used advertising identifiers. These developments, along with COVID-19 disruption to how we live, will transform the digital
advertising ecosystem for years to come.

Rise of Privacy Regulations &
Customer Data Protection

Technology Advances

COVID-19

GDPR, CCPA,
Do not sell my data

Sun setting on third party cookies
and redaction of IDFA’s

Acceleration in digital trends, ecommerce, streaming, virtual
working and digital marketing
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Customer Data Reliance
OUR REALITY

If the last 20 years of digital advertising
have been fueled by third-party cookies, the
next 20 years will likely be driven by direct
customer relationships, first-party data,
customer consent, and enhanced,
personalized digital experiences delivered
within a privacy first environment.
This paradigm shift—where advertisers and
brands are able to safely and securely
exploit the power of data and technology in
concert with managing the complexity of
compliance—is influencing the future of
trust in the digital advertising ecosystem.
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For discussion
1.

Who currently owns customer data and how is it
handled in the organization?

2.

What are the issues you’re facing by capturing or using
customer information for marketing?

3.

How are these issues being solved – what are related
initiatives?

Stakeholder Implications
Enterprise

Strategic
Requirement

The future proofing of digital advertising requires not only changes to current advertising processes and partnerships but
alignment across the broader enterprise through first party data, IT and privacy strategy

Marketing

Data Governance

Privacy

IT & Product

Strategic
Challenge

Customer signal loss, pivot
to first party data with
disruption to existing digital
advertising processes,
systems and partnerships

Fragmented customer data
processes and governance
across products and
departments

Financial and reputational
risk exposure to noncompliance of data privacy
regulations

Changing ad tech
requirements, multiple party
data capture and disjointed
customer data systems

Business
Objective

Data modernization, custom
insights & analytics
development. Embracing inhousing efficiencies, tech and
data partners, modernised data
analytics, measurement, KPI’s
and automation

Privacy driven enterprise data
goverrnance, embracing all
customer data touch points
and partners, centralizing
customer ID across products
and departments

Enhanced privacy program
operating models and
consent, 1st, 2nd, 3rd party
data management,
embracing automated micro
API solutions

Cloud for marketing
technoogies and centralized
Customer Data Platform.
Evolve digtial touchpoints to
support customer privacy
and first party data capture,
connected with data
partnerships
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Relationship with Privacy/Legal and IT/Data
OUR REALITY

Privacy laws have introduced customer
consent as necessary before collecting
personal information and is changing how
brands manage, interpret, and use data for
advertising.
Gaining the privacy-conscious customers’
trust has been challenging for many
organizations, but it starts with
transparency and giving customers control.
If customers do not trust a brand or are
unhappy with the value exchange in return
for their data, the information trade will be
at risk.
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For discussion
1.

What is the current working relationship with privacy?

2.

What capabilities do they bring and how do you interact
with them?

3.

Are you aware of their agenda and initiatives and how
they might impact marketing?

